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Difficulties
 
Accepting life without difficulties; is a frog in the well
A person is himself a great well; come out to read an d face the life
Try to face every impossibility; is must to face the difficulty
 
Free mind free of doubt; strong heart difficulties then nothing
Life is long, joys are less; enjoy guys without fear
But win difficulty; wins life, happy life; happy you are
Love the life of difficulties; accept life as the challenge
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Hope
 
Hope is the walking dream; hope is the name of life
hope is half success
Hope can do everything, if the courage is in the heart
Hopeless makes hopple in the legs as well as manacles in us
like a slave under someone
Hope is the truth as result, hope can do everything if the courage is in the heart
Hope by hope everyone wants take up steps to become better, accept life as the
challenge
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Importance And Will
 
Will is our dream; importance is our duty
Importance destroys our will; will develops our importance
Importance and will; two things of our day and night
 
Where is an importance; kill the will and awake
To do some better  and nice, make the life without fear
Go on, go on…, on your way; when importance is in right and will left
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Life Is Full Of Knowledge
 
A knowledge is an integer, starts with life ends with life
A life is itself a knowledge, from which we catch... we wants...
Hope courage defeat at all..., taste bitterness are meanings of life
joy and sorrow are parts of life... Like ink with paper
Life is full of knowledge, a man gets aim in but never fails
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Lovely Personality
 
So simple, innocent nice what u
r,
I Like u, y..., i dont know.
U r the cute like no other suit,
in my sheep-s-eye deep heart.
U r the unique in which u r, like the gem in all black stones.
Melrose talk mellow tongue and
magical voice,
ends the miff of my anguish
heart.
Ur smile all the time, keeps me alive in all the way.
U r the angel from hearts of
heaven,
angel of my life throb of my
heart.
Ur smile and scent in all time, makes me attune in every time.
Loveliness increases in my heart
for u,
as i think deep about u.
Make me a part of ur thought,
in ur dream of affection. U r the communion of my
thought,
but no core is in my life for u.
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My Cool Shade
 
I once was wandering; hither
and
thither
Searching something; here and
there
Undirected unwillingly insatiate unconciously Finding something
curiously
Smell of that diffuses in me;
... was confident might be near
to
me Incomplete i thought i am;
I was but not i am Sweet smell
of admiration
surrounds me;
Nodding me to find her out
Suddenly and finally, luck favours me;
Fortunate i was, to trace her
out Gorgeous magnetized
mesmerising...
... belle was she in front of me;
Ecstasy of her love i feel; Angel was she or my
imperfectioness Benign candid
she was;
Endeared me, as what she is or
did
Really best pal of my part; Ever i seen, what i sort
She holds my hand and pulled
me up;
She was no one but my 'COOL
SHADE'
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Steps Of Love
 
First step of love;
… May be the last step of life,
Commune with one’s self, realizes the truth
 
It is the dray of two ways…,
One way of God’s ace,
… Another is life of love.
But the ways are always same.
 
Love is life, love the life,
Make it sure that you are pure
That will glister as what you do
 
Bonafide love never dies even you want deaden it,
It will remain at all time in your heart
With sweet feelings of anguish heart.
 
There are various ways in your mind,
Select the one and run on that way
Take a decision with your heart not mind
 
It will remind you at every time
When you suffer from any crime
It is your choice what do you want
First think and go on…,
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The Girl I Like
 
A girl with a shiny dress; calls me and my heart press
I surprise, i want to know; went nearer to..., with a blow
I impress with her gown; i wish to paint her on the heart down
Nice her talk, nice her voice; if you are nice she is more than you
So gorgeous, so elegant she is; i can't express what she is!
I want to cast a net, but fails to catch her because of threat
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The Unforgettable Gal
 
How can I forget how I think; to separate love from the heart
In every movement in every time; is in my view all time hermetically
Never she disappear, even I sleep; in closing and opening of my  
eyes as well
 
Her voice gentle and sweet, makes noise at all time
Nice her voice, magical tune; I remember her all time as the sun shine
So how can I forget, how I think; to separate light from my life
Who is she? nobody, knows unless GOD, perhaps me
 
Those days never I forget; in my life or in my mind
How can I forget how I think; to separate life from the heart
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